
FATHER AND DAUGHTER IN CORNWALL 
 

Last year saw what I suspect would be the last chance for my teenage 
daughter Adele and I to get away on a cruise together – you know how it is 

with daughters, they get to a certain age and they aren’t so interested in 
hanging out with Dad. We had never ventured out on a cruise on our own 
before and I was looking forward to the company and the flexibility to do 

exactly what we fancied doing. 
 
I chose the southwest peninsular mainly because I hadn’t sailed there before 

and there was plenty of sheltered water sailing and loads of interesting places 
to see. The area would enable us to have some easy sailing so as not to put 
the crew off just in case she decided that Wayfarer cruising was still just 

about teenagerly acceptable. 
 

Earlier in the year Del and I had spent Easter week on the Crouch in Essex 
with the Kirks where Del suddenly decided that she was a good helm having 
been a very competent crew for some time. I’ve got to admit to getting a bit 

peeved with being shoved up the front all the time and decided to show her a 
thing or too on the last day by sailing Dave Kirk’s boat and giving Del Julian 
Kirk as crew – couldn’t bloody well catch her! Thus she was declared to be 

ready in all respects for a sea adventure. 
 
My father lives near Bodmin which was handy as we were able to stop and 

regroup for a day before heading off to launch at Fowey. It was also good to 
see him again to catch up, because the distance keeps us apart for long 
periods of time. He doesn’t sail and so wasn’t quite so aware of the need to 

get going on the morning designated launch day. Also he is not the world’s 
most patient man so hanging around in a car park outside Fowey town wasn’t 
really his cup of tea. The boat was rigged and the mountain of gear packed 

away in the lockers as fast as possible, indeed with somewhat unseemly haste 
brought on by the brooding presence. I watched our tidal gate time pass and 
with ever increasing speed got the trailer dumped in a nearby car park, 

nipped back to the boat, decided that getting permission to launch would 
have to be left for ‘after the fact’ permission. 

 
It was only after we had waved our farewells that I was able to take in the 
fact that we were sailing in what was a rather stunning harbour. From the 

often muddy and invariably grey east coast of England to Cornwall’s 
wonderful sparkling sea, rocky hills and blue skies. 
 

What was that bang? Christ there goes another one! No problem – just Fowey 
lifeboat on it’s way out to rescue some idiot dinghy sailor who probably went 
out without bothering with a weather forecast. Now, I’m not one for keeping 

mistakes to myself, but on this occasion I shall not comment on the 
completeness of my particular preparations, suffice it to say conditions at sea 
were ‘lively’ – not ‘interesting’, but definitely ‘lively’! 



 

Fowey Harbour 

 
The wind was blowing from the southeast about Force 5 as I waved in a 
friendly manner to the lifeboat as it flew past us in a welter of foam, 

shouldering aside the sizeable channel rollers that had been growing steadily 
in size as they traversed the English Channel across the diagonal. Never mind, 
this was superb sailing and quite in the capability of the boat with its one reef 

and crew with its cast iron constitution. Poor old Del actually started to feel 
sick from the moment we left Fowey, but obviously the super considerate 
father and skipper had planned an easy shake-down cruise for the first day. 

 
Actually our destination was Falmouth because I had this idiotic idea of 

continuing my ‘round England sail in sections’ ambition in complete 
contravention of the ‘father and daughter bonding’ ambition. By the time we 
reached Dodman Point (overfalls marked on the chart – I had at least done 

my navigation prep!) ‘lively’ was turning into ‘interesting’ and a bit of surfing 
ensued. 
 

Del gradually slumped forwards as seasickness took hold, coming to rest with 
her head on the weather side deck just being gently splashed by the bow 
wave. Serious pangs of guilt from the skipper – Oh God she’ll never come 

again; I’ve managed to put her off for life; Possibility of hyperthermia? 
 



West of Dodman Point the seas calmed a bit and progress was rapid. Wow 
what a view of the coast opening out ahead – no reaction from the crew. 

Crikey, long way to go – sounds of nail biting from the skipper. 
 
I decided then I would aim for solidarity with the crew and forego lunch, not 

least because susceptibility to seasickness I am told can be inherited. We 
were however well on time for safe arrival in Falmouth even though the winds 
began to ease. 

 
Falmouth Harbour (not raining) 

 
After several hours of sailing without food or assistance from the crew who 
was by now nearly comatose I decided that getting into Falmouth Marina was 

the most desirable thing on earth. The wind however had another agenda 
and continued to ease. If there’s one thing my stomach really hates it is 
broad reaching in waves with not enough wind or sail. Easy solution, I would 

shake out the reef without causing myself to be sick. Careful planning went 
into every little preparatory move such as letting go reef points and releasing 

the falls of the reef lines, eyes glued rigidly on the horizon. The actual 
operation would be over in less time than you could say ‘stomach contents’! 
 

With full main I just had time to shout to Del, “Take the tiller coz I’m going to 
be…….”. Too late! Several minutes were spent steering and puking at the 
same time – possibility here for a Cruising Conference lecture? 

 



It was just about this time that it started to rain and badminton started to 
appeal as a sport instead of sailing. 

 
It is amazing how many straws there are to grasp at in conditions like these. 
One minute not a straw in sight, the next more straws than you could shake a 

stick at. The particular straw worthy of grabbing at was the last point of land 
before Falmouth Harbour opened up that would surely provide a lee from the 
south-easterly waves. Anyway it kept me going for a bit. 

 
I always pride myself on being engine resistant, that is in sailing to my 

destination rather than motoring, but I have to admit that as soon as we 
could be said to be ‘in’ Falmouth Harbour, on went the outboard and down 
came the sails. Still raining! 

 
Expecting a mutiny I should have anchored out or picked up a buoy so the 
crew would not have access to any form of land transportation with links back 

home. However being fairly unhappy myself we made straight for the marina, 
tied up to a pontoon, tent up, money paid and into the bar. Well that was an 
adventure, I said to the rapidly recovering crew who had smelled chips in the 

offing. Glad that is over and we can relax. Not so though – my PVC tent is 
100% waterproof, except where the stitch holes are. 

 
Falmouth Marina (not raining) 

 



What enchanting sounds are to be had when camped out in a dinghy. The 
call of snipe and redshank, perhaps an owl in the distance. In our case it was 

the musical plink plink of water dripping into various bits of the Trangia 
cooker strategically mounted on thwarts, occasionally drowned out by a 
particularly heavy downpour. Surely this would crack her. Even her life of 

hardship spent in preparation for such events on family camping holidays 
would not succeed in overcoming such conditions…….. 
 

In the words of the song - ‘What a difference a day makes’. Day two dawned 
dry and is that a ghost of a smile on the crew’s face above? 

 
Common sense finally prevailed and the skipper decreed a ‘make and mend’ 
day. Top on the shopping list was a tube of seam seal for the tent followed 

closely by Cornish pasties and ice cream. By the time we were sorted the sun 
was shining and an a walk along to the Maritime Museum inevitably found us 
at the Wanderer stand. Comments made by other Museum goers about the 

fortitude of people foolish enough to sail on the sea in such small boats 
brought forth sniggering from the crew. 

 
Bet they didn’t get charged as much as I did for mooring! 

 

 
Day two was what it should be – the first day of exploration, so we went 
exploring. The weather was by now superb and Del and I indulged ourselves 

with a bit of creek exploring on the west side of Falmouth harbour. We drifted 



into and out of Mylor Creek with the wind blanketed by the wooded banks 
before heading north into Restronguet Creek. It was here that temptation was 

thrown in our path. Yes we explored, northwest into the shallows past Penpol 
Creek, but the chart had already ensured that our adventurous bent was to 
come to nothing. The reason for this was a pontoon marked on the chart 

close to the entrance, and at the landward end of the creek – The Pandora 
Inn. 
 

I know the reason we were in Cornwall was to continue with Water Witch’s 
‘reason for being’ - to make passage along uncharted coasts, to reach up to 

the very limits of navigation, to go where no man has gone before (sorry – 
stretching the limits of artistic licence a bit there), but when it came to it a 
bar meal and beer came first. 

 

 
The crew on guard while I inspect the local facilities! 

 
Well satisfied we retired to a buoy for the night. 
 

There really was no reason to rush. My declared aim at the start of the trip 
was to reach east as far as Lymington or at the very least to Portland, or at 
the very very least to Exmouth. However, what we would be missing was the 

chance to explore these beautiful rivers and estuaries. A relaxed start was 
therefore declared and a short trip out to the Helford River was planned. 
 

 



The morning view from the tent 
 

I knew from my research that the Helford River was reputed to be about the 
best and most unspoilt estuary in the southwest and it certainly lived up to it’s 
reputation.  

 

 



The crew decided that she wanted promotion and took over the steering 
which gave me a photo opportunity not to be missed with a teenager (notably 

shy creatures out of their natural habitat). 
 
I briefed Del on the sailing instructions for the morning – out of Falmouth and 

first right and she stuck rigidly to them, passing the bulk of what I assume 
was a modern prison ship anchored in the middle of Falmouth Bay. Lunchtime 
found us on another buoy on the edge of the moorings off Porth Navas creek 

before our afternoon sail upriver on the first of the rising tide beating against 
the brisk westerly wind. Wow what a place – not a human sound, no boats 

and virtually no signs of human interference at all. Wading birds fed on the 
shrinking mudflats below the wooded slopes. 
 

Sailing into Helford River 

 
Water Witch was in her element beating in shallow waters, sniffing out the 

deepest water channels before time beat us and we turned back east for a 
night in Porth Navas creek. With superb timing we picked up a visitors buoy 
well into the shelter of the creek and relaxed in the certain knowledge that it 

was gone five o’clock and the mooring fee would be avoided. Unfortunately 
the fee collector was trained in surveillance techniques and pounced - £9 
please. Bloody hell.  

 
Del and I stayed aboard for tea, catching up on some reading and watching 
the local mums bringing their young charges down to the sailing club for 



some evening instruction. Definite evidence of competitive spirit being 
fostered there. 

 
Note the spaciousness of the tent and tidy mooring lines. 

 
Clearly by now the crew was keen to press on. Not for her the life of ease and 

relaxation when further long sea passages were on offer – ‘Come on Dad’, I 
think I heard her say! 
 

So much for quiet exploration. The forecast of a north-westerly wind was too 
tempting to resist and off we set the following morning bound for Fowey 
close on 30 miles away. The miles were eaten away, but the spanking north-

westerly was nowhere to be seen. Dodman Point, of breaking waves and 
seasickness fame, just never seemed to get any closer. One by one we 
watched the yachts on the same course give up and motor as the wind turned 

decidedly fickle and frustrating off the Point. 
 
As skipper it was my job to put on a brave face, carefully explaining options – 

we could motor with our meagre fuel supplies at least part of the way; we 
could radio a yacht with the non-existent battery power left in the radio and 
beg a tow. Clearly our only option was patience along with a bit of whistling, 

sticking knives in masts (figuratively) and other such superstitious 
undertakings. Superstition it may be, but it worked. Struggling round the 

Point towards Gwineas Rock I could see clear skies to the northwest and very 
soon we were off on a storming beat heading directly for Fowey.  



 
The crew – before frustration set in. 

 
 
The yachts had mostly disappeared and we managed to hold on to the coat 

tails of the stragglers until forced to reef. Fantastic sail. Wet, fast and 
exhilarating. It was with really high spirits that we tied up to the Under Hills 
Pontoon close to the town. It was not without some smug satisfaction that we 

received the comments from some of the yachties who had been concerned 
for us ‘out there in that blow’. 
 

Yet again temptation was thrown our way and we offed into town by water 
taxi and avoided the need to cook yet again. 
 

Twenty miles to the east was Plymouth – be a shame not to sail there, 
especially with our reliable north-westerly easing to a Force three. Another 

excellent sail, in bright sunshine. Off wind sailing is so easy. 
 
Having become fairly spoilt by pub food, the thought of wild camping failed to 

impress the crew so we booked into the Queen Anns Battery Marina and 
walked into Plymouth where the local cinema just seemed so artificial 
compared to the real life of our outdoors existence. 

 
All good things come to an end and car and trailer had to be fetched. Easier 
said than done. A long walk and we found that rail was not an option so 



further expense and a taxi was our only option. Again spirits plunged and I 
hate spending money on taxis. 

 

 
 

Plymouth 

 
Back at Queen Anns Battery it became clear that we still had opportunity to 
sail for one more day and one of the country’s most interesting harbours to 

do it in. Del had never been close to warships before and used up the rest of 
our film photographing most of them. Using the best of the available water 

tacking north through the Royal Navy dockyard got us told off by the port 
police as I encroached a bit on the 100m exclusion zone round nuclear subs. 
 

The last thing to do was to take in another of Britain’s famous bridges (a 
passion of mine), so our sail reached up the Tamar for a last photo 
opportunity. It’s never easy hauling out at the end of a cruise and after such 

a terrific week this was no exception. The weather had certainly been kind to 
us after the first day and I think Del enjoyed her bit of adventure. Perhaps 
next year…… 

 
 
 

 
 
 



Tamar Bridge. 
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